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Government
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The Opportunity in Scotland

– Mary McAllan, Director Energy & Climate Change, Scottish
Government

• Climate Change Act sets out the targets of emissions
reductions - 42% reduction by 2020
- at least an 80% reduction by 2050
• CCS is the only available technology to reduce emissions at a
large scale
• Development of CCS has the potential to produce around
13,000 jobs in Scotland by 2020 and almost 35,000 by 2030
• Scotland has enormous storage capacity
• Opportunity in Scotland to incentivise CCS by combining it
with enhanced oil recovery EOR in the North Sea
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Reviving Europe’s CCS efforts?
- Chris Littlecott, SCCS
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Reviving Europe’s CCS efforts?
- Chris Littlecott, SCCS
• European large scale projects have failed to develop due to
– Economic crisis and collapse of carbon price
– Public opposition to CCS in some member states – why support
dirty coal and lignite?
•

USA and Canada constructing CCS projects – including on
hydrogen, biofuels, gas processing; Gorgon LNG project in
Australia; series of Chinese studies and pilot projects

•

A NEW STORY FOR CCS?
We need a value proposition not costs imposition!
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The costs of CCS in UK industry
– Harsh Pershad, Element Energy
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The costs of CCS in UK industry
– Harsh Pershad, Element Energy

•
•

•
•
•

•

Intrinsic uncertainty and variability in project costs and specification
(+100%/-50%) across capture.
Very high variability in transport and storage configurations feasible
(shipping, pipelines, ability to pay marginal costs for shared
networks, re-used pipelines, CO2-EOR)
A strong and highly co-ordinated public policy can reduce the costs
of industrial CCS in the UK
Least regrets strategy involves enabling a few CCS projects that are
in clusters or CCS corridors
Industrial CCS development in parallel with power CCS
development (no need to wait for “successful demonstration” in the
power sector)
Need to coordinate industrial CCS policy with CO2 transport and
storage (incl. EOR) policies, and wider heat, electricity, policies this will not be easy…
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An industrial CCS cluster – the Teesside experience
– Mark Lewis, NEPIC
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An industrial CCS cluster – the Teesside experience
– Mark Lewis, NEPIC

•
•

NEPIC - Process Industry Cluster Body for the NE, 400 members
PICCSI - NEPIC members (iron & steel, biomass CHP, chemicals,
polymers) supports and promotes CCS proposals

•

Potential to capture 26 Mt CO2 p.a. from 37 industrial and power
sector emitters, could reduce CO2 emissions from the North East by
71%

•

2011 chemical industry exports £53bn, £3bn up; UK imported
£49bn of chemicals up by £4bn – an opportunity

•

Customers are increasingly requiring low carbon polymers &
petrochemicals; decarbonising fertiliser production also
decarbonises agriculture
• Capture technology is proven, comprehensive pipeline networks
exist across Teesside; CCS is deliverable within 4 yrs
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CCS in Guangdong
• CO2 capture in the cement industry – Dr Xi Liang, Business
School, University of Edinburgh
• Presentations from Chinese delegation – Xiaofang Chen,
Guangdong Development & Reform Commission; Yang Hui,
GEDI; Heping Zhu, CRP
• 7 regional pilot ETS in China, including Guangdong; cement
plants, power plants, oil refining, steel
• Guangdong objective is a power
plant and industry CCS cluster
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Discussion points
•
•
•
•
•
•

economic barriers could be tackled by using existing infrastructure
and shared plant, clusters of large-scale emitters (power and
industry)
complexity of site infrastructure that needs to be considered,
including the need to clean up other emissions, such as NOx and
SOx
policy and economic tools to aid development of pipeline
infrastructure (UK NPF3 and SPP; taxation of embodied carbon
rather than fuel use)
industry is a ‘powerhouse of innovation’ and novel developments
may follow from engaging with them
drivers such as low carbon product demand are too distant from
industry in Grangemouth, key drivers are feedstock and fuel costs
EOR and oil taxes à funding for infrastructure
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